
Tooting Mama is a mid-life parenting lifestyle blog . 

My blog is a creative outlet to share my stories 

about bringing up adopted children , life as a mid- 

life mother , as well as my love of food and travel . 

I use my blog stories to inspire others whether it 's 

about accepting imperfections , speaking the truth 

about adoption , championing role models for 

young girls , talking about the menopause 

(someone has to !) 

My background is communications . I have a 15- 

year track record in health , IT and Transport . 

I believe in the power of the word . Words shape 

thought and shift attitudes . Words make change 

happen . 
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Brand Ambassador 

Copywriting  

Competitions  

Editorial Writing

Guest Posts

Social Media Promotion / campaigns

Speaking Opportunities 

Sponsored Posts  

SERVICES

STATISTICS
Tooting Mama has a growing loyal 

and highly engaged audience

Averages 1000 page views per 

month and growing

Has a DA of 25 and rising

Over 30 per cent of visitors return

70 per cent of my audience is UK 

based , 30 per cent US

Read world-wide across 30 

 countries 

Over 1300 comments , all 

responded to personally

Followers across social media

platforms .

SOCIAL MEDIA

WHY PEOPLE READ TOOTING MAMA
"I'm not happy. Did I have Post Adoption Depression?" 

This makes sense , the complete change and going from not having kids to having 

them is completely unsettling and exhausting physically and emotionally . Thank you 

for helping others to see this and thank you for your simply amazing blog , it ’s one of 

my favourites . You write from the heart and so well and it ’s truly unmissable so I hope 

you know that . Love , V x . 

Honest Mum 
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